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SOClETYNEWS
ELECTION OF OFFICERS

The ballot for election of the following officers
appears below: President, Vice-PresidentIPrcsident-
Elect, and Treasurer. Please complete it (or n
photocopy), and send it to the [SHE Sec:retary, Nancy
1. Segal, Dcpt. of Psychology, California State
Unversity, Fullerton, CA 92634 USA. Deadline is I
Sept. Terms of office are three years. Where only
one nominee appears, no other names were submitted.
However, in such cases members are free to write in
their selection.

NEW RULES FOR
PAYl\1ENT OF

l\1EMBERSHIP DUES

Dutch banks now charge $43 to cash a personal
check, making it virtually impossible for us to
continue to allow payment in this manner. Anyone
wishing to pay in this way will have to add 30 Dutch
guilders (not 10 as previously). If at all possible,
payment should be made to Nancy Segal so we avoid
the currency exchange costs of transferring money
from The Netherlands to the US (where the
newsletter is currently published). Nancy can now
handle VISA and MasterlEurocard payments; send
your account number and expiration date. and note
the amount. You may prefer to send her a check in
US funds. Payment by Euroeheque in Dutch guilders
is still possible. It avoids the cost, but it
necessitates our paying to convert guilders into
dollars. If you must. you can send her cash (US
dollars only).

rill' T.l\\',l..,hi !\lr llllld from hI'> Illorhl'r.
L.1I1K

Photos by pennission of the publisher of The Last
Ape: Pygmy Chimpanzee Behavior and Ecology. by
Takayoshi Kano, Stanford University Press, Mail
Code 2235, Stanford, CA 94305 USA, $45 (hdbk.).
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NEW BOOK REVIEW
EDITOR

Bill Bailey is retiring after seven years of faithful
service as North American Book Review Editor. He
wrote quile a few reviews himself, and arranged
many others. We arc very grateful for his
contribution to the Newsletter.

Bill has recruited Linda Mealey to serve as his
replacement. Her research interests include
behavioral genetics. sleep, and reproductive strategies.
Please contact her if you have an interest in
reviewing any book whose original publisher is North
American. Books whose main publishing office is in
Britain (or which are published in Europe in English)
should be reviewed through Stuart Laws. Addresses
of all the book review editors appear below, under
Editoral Staff.

HUMAN ETHOLOGY
ABSTRACTS

John Ross has been attempting to edit Human
Ethology A bstracts for the past several years.
Previously these have been published in the journal
Aian-Environment Systems. and before that by ISHE.
The last time was 1987; more recent cumpilations of
abstracts of journal articles exist but have not been
published. Further, John has been unable to contact
the editor of Man-Environment Sy5tems, Dr. Esser,
although he believes the journal is still being
published. John asks if someone else will take over
the task of trying to find a journal to publish the
abstracts that he has compiled, and of collecting new
abstracts for future publication. Alternatively, ISHE
migh( consider resuming publication. or a book
publisher might be interested. Human Ethology
A bstracts used to be published regularly, so it would
be nice to resume this service and tradition before it
is toa late ta catch up. A good start could be made
by consulting the Current Literature section of the
Newsletter for the past several years. For more
information or to register any suggestions about this
matter, please contact Dr. John A. Ross, Dept. of
Psychology, St. Lawrence University Canton. NY
13617 USA

BOOK REVIEWS IN
PROGRESS

Reviews of the following books (among olhers) LIre
being prepared: Ethology and Human Developmelll;
Pursuit oj Pleasure; The A nt and the Peacock;,
Theory oj Human and Primate Evolution; Separate
Lives; Sociobiology, Sex and Science; Nature of the
Sexes; TheOlies oJRape; Human Universals; Alergillg
oj the Senses; Sexual Politics and Political Feminism;
and Biology oj the Naked Aiole 1<al.

..-'-----------,...........,
BALLOT FOR ISHE

OFFICERS
President

William R. Charlesworth. of Child
Development, University of Minnesota.
Minneapolis, MN USA

(write-in candidate; please include address)

Vice-PresidentlPresident-Elect

Charles S. Crawford Department of Psychology,
Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC, Canada

(write-in candidate; please include address)

Treasurer

Barbara F. Fuller, School of Nursing, University
of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA

(write-in candidate: please include addres·

Please mail ballot to Nancy L. Segal, ISHE
Secretary, Dept. of Psychology, California Slate
University, Fullerton, CA 92634 USA by I
September.
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ARTICLES
WHAT IS THE BEST INDEX FOR

STATUS?

By Barbam Hold-Cavell, Ahomweg 15, 8130
Stamberg 2, Germany

Why has visual regard as a measure of social
status in groups of children Or adolescents been much
less accepted than dominance indices during the past
20 years? Even though many authors agree that
dominance is only one aspect of social organization,
visual regard has received little attention. Yet quite
a number of studies demonstrate that attention
structure is highly related to dominance (Abramovich,
1980; Hubener, 1976;Kalbermatten, 1979;LaFreniere
and Charlesworth, 1983; Vaughn and Waters, 1980)
and leadership behavior (Hold, 1976)--importnnt
aspects of the child's status in the group. As Pitcairn
and Strayer (1984) stated, "Attention structure refers
to a concept of status which is much wider than
current views of agonistic dominance." For a
comparison of three status indices (dominance,
popularity and visual regard) and their relation to
behavioral characteristics, see Hold-Cavell (1992).

In order to understand why visual regard did
not become the favored status index, let us look at
the criticism of Chance's (1967) concept of attention
structure. Hinde stressed the behavioral aspects of

Another problem that people have with
attention structure is that attention can have numerous
different meanings, which depend on the context as
well as on concomitant faeial sigmils. Looking
around when sitting alone in a restaurant is part of
our vigilance system and serves to collect information
about the environment. Gazing at another person
without any reason may be understood as a kind of
threat, and the reaction would be rather hostile.
Looking at another person together with eye contact
would signal readiness for social interaction, Elnd
reciprocal looking at each other together with eye
contact is a sign of sympathy and incipient
attachment (whether between mother and child or
between lovers). When looking at somebody, we are
not only taking in information but also
simultaneously communicating our attentiveness.



RHtlwr thun being a liability, however, the
mul1itude of meanings of visual behnvior is its
strength. Looking al somebody means thot I can gain
some important information, and to be looked at by
many people indicates that they expect me to give
something that is valuable to them. To be the center
of attention--being. looked at by many people
simultal1eously--has a highly arousing effect. Shy
people try to escape as quickly as possible, diverting
the altention to somebody else, \vhile self-confident
and exlroverled people may enjoy being the focus of
attention and feel very much stimulated.

Another problem with attention structure
concerns its function: how can it raise the fitness of
the individual? Hinde (e.g., 1974) argued that
attelllion is at best a consequence of existing
dominance relationships and therefore is to be viewed
as secondary, whereas dominance indices such as
seizing an objecl or winning conflicts over objects are
primary because the function of dominance is to get
access to resources in order to enhance reproductive
success. However, attracting the attention of other
group members is a very important means for gaining
influence--to make them do what I want them to do
so that they contribute to my individual fitness. ]
cannot lead a group jf I do not get their attention,
Some may object that if leadership benefits the leader
it might qualify as dominance. But dominance and
leadership arc not the same because they have the
same function; rather, they refer to different styles of
social influence. A dominant child is not necessarily
the leader in the group and vice versa. As defined
earlier by Gibb (1969), the dominant individual
serves his personal interests without taking the group
members into account, while the leader is followed
voluntarily because his goals are the group's goals.
The group as a whole may to the leader's
fitness as much as his dominant behavior may.

The following event which I observed in one
of our research groups may illustrate my point. One
day the chlidren got a present from one of the
visitors: a nice electric car. The teacher put it on the
table, and within a few seconds the most dominant
child had taken it away to play with. Even after one
hour the child, named Sascha, did not show any sign
of willingness to share, but all of the children,
especially his friends, wanted to play with it. As
they knew what kind of temper tantrum this child
might throw if the car were taken away by force, they
tried alternative strategies. First they asked him to let
them play with the car; this met with no success.
Then they concentrated on other play materials,
commenting in loud voices what a stupid present the
car WllS, totally boring and only for little children.

Thi:-; did not help either. Then they complained to
the kindergarten teacher: S.1schu is not letting us play
with the car. As we were in a nonauthoriUtrian
kindergarten, she did not want to take u,','uy the car
by force, but instead offered the following solution:
"Whnt do you think of letting every child play for
half an hour with the car, and nflcrwards you get it
back?" Sascha did not like this idea. Then the
teacher proposed that the children play with the car
in pairs. ReluetanLly Sacha accepted this proposn)
and looked for the lowest ranking child in the group.
He sat next to him and immediately began to issue
commands. The low-ranking boy obeyed, and they
played awhile, The other children '\-'ere excluded and
could only watch. After a while, Saseha again took
the car. The other children turned away from him
and criticized his behavior. Suddenly the boy with
the highest regard proposed to destroy the car. This
idea was accepted and together with his friends
Sascha stomped on the car until it broke into many
pieces, which he then distributed among his friends,
keeping the motor for himself. He said, we destroyed
the car because it was the reason for our struggle.
When all the children had received one piece, Sascha
and his friends played together happily. This
example shows that a dominant child can control a
resource but at the same time not be hnppy with it
because he is excluded from the group. However, a
child with high regard is supported by the group
members because he shares with them.

There are two ways of gaining high status:
we can try to intimdate, or dominate, other group
members; or we, can try to impress them, making
ourselves interesting,which involves attention-seeking
behavior. This latter behavior can be observed in all
group members to different degrees of intensity and
success (HoIJ·Cavell and BorsutzLl'. 1986). Whether
or not attention-seeking behavior leads to high status
in the group depends on the strategy as well as on
correct timing: attention-seeking behavior (which I
call "self-referencing behavior") is shown much more
often when the status structure is not yet established
or has been weakened (e.g., after holidays, when
children have not seen each other for a while).
Children compete for attention, and high-status peers
react aggressively when low-status children show
intensified self-referencing. When adults want to get
attention, speaking is the most effective strategy.
According to Sorrentino and Boutillier (1975), people
are viewed as having leadership abilities when they
talk a lot. When low-status people interrupt high-
ranking ones, this is regarded as ignoring or violating
the latter's status. Group members with high regard
are most often the center of attention and are
respected by peers.



Thus atlention slmcWrc is oo't just one other
possihili\y for ranking group members. We altend to
peers we like as well as to those we fear, and also to
those from whom we expect interesting infonnation.
Altention structure takes into account all the different
aspects of status: popularity, competence,
otlractiveness, and authority. Just as the desire to
dominate can be observed in guile a number of
individuals, especially in males, we lam observe a
desire to get attention, whether from a few or many
people. We have a need for recognition, and
individuals that are constantly ignored become deeply
depressed.

Dam inance, on the other hand, is only one
aspect of high status, and there are many difficulties
with dominance indices. No single one would apply
to every age Of every situation, and definitions of
dominance are often circular (for a discussion sec
Grammer, 1988 or Hold-Cavell, 1992). Furthennore,
they never take into aCCOUnt different leadership
styles or different group

In the psychological literature the child's
status in the group is measured by popularity among
peers, but this too is only one aspect of status. Other
aspects such as authority, leadership. competence,
attractiveness and athletic ability contribute to an
individual's social status, or "social success" (as
Weisfeld et 01. [1987] call it). The question is, which
of these aspects contributes the most to high status?
I would suggest that all of these components play
different roles, depending on the age and sex
composition as well as on the environment of the
group. In young boys' groups, fighting and athletic
ability may be more important than attractiveness and
popularity. which are more esteemed in girls ' groups.
In mixed-sex groups of adults, competence and
leadership abilities are more advantageous.

As dominance is related to the male honnone
testosterone (Mazur, 1983), the significance of
dominance is different for girls compared with boys.
Boys are more aggressive and competitive than girls,
who have different strategies for gaining access to
resources. It is therefore not so astonishing that most
male researchers value dominance more highly than
attention structure, because dominance contributes
directly to individual fitness. Female thinking, on the
other hand, may be more group oriented (see
Gilligan, 1982); cf. the leadership styles of top female
managers. Women lead in a more democratic way;
they are more ready to share success with group
members, and are less dominant. Men are more

interested in their own c;Jreers, more conscious of
hierarchies, and more authoritarian, sOlllething \\lhieh
I observed in the kindergarten. Despite these
differences in leadership styles, male and female
managers arc similar in lheir personal characteristics:
they are relatively self-confident and ambitious, and
are ready to take decisions and responsibility.

Is lhe concept of dominance prevailing
because there arc more male than female researchers,
or arc there other arguments speaking agninst
attention structure or high regard?

Editor's Note: Comments addressed to the newsletter
or to the author are welcome.
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REACTANCE THEORY
AND DARWINISM: AN

EXAMPLE OF
TI-IEORETICAL
REDUCTION

Frans Roes, Ll1uricrgracht 127 tweehoog, 1016
RK Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

One of the ideals usually embraced by
scientists is theoretical reduction. This means
explaining theories with a limited domain by

marc general theories. The ultimate goal would
bc thut all thcOI'ic <:Irc embedded in a logicLlI net-
work. When one looks at social scientific theo-
ries, this ideal seems vcry remote from the actual
state of nffairs. Most social sClcntific theories
secm completely unrelated. As evolutionary theo-
ry is llndoubtedly' the most gencml (and the most
succesfull) theory about life, it may plily an im-
portant role in C'xplaining and integrating socinl-
scientific lheories. I will no\\' prescnt [In example
of an explanation of il socinl psychological theory
by cvolutlonnry theory. The theory to be ex-
plained is called the reocfance t!Jemy, und it was
first formulated by Jilek Drehm in 1966. The
theory denIs with how people react to a loss of
their [reedom. Freedom is defined by Brehm as
the number of behavior a{!emalivl!s an individual
POSCSSCS <It a ccrtnin moment. A ccntml hypothe-
sis of the theory is:

- If om: or more of the behavior-nltemntives
which nn individual posesses urc eliminated, or
threatened with elimination, the individual will
e:\pericncc "reactnncc". "Renctnnce" is defined
by Brehm as a psychologicnl state, which results
in an increased atlriwlivcl1CSS of the behavior-
alternatives which are eliminated, or threatened
with elimination. This increased attractiveness of
the behavior which is eliminated, or thrcntencd
with elimination, motivates the individual La
defend or restore his freedom. If you have the
possibility of dnnking coffee or lemonade, and
someone forbids you to drink the lemonade, the
theory would predict that lemonade suddenly
seems more uttmctivc. You urc then motivated to
find a way to drink lemonade, nnd thus to restore
your freedom o[ behavior.
I will return to this ideo, after mentioning another
ccntnll hypothesis of the theory:

The less freedom an individual has, the more
reactance he or she \vill experience when one of
the behavior-alternatives is eliminated, or is
threatened with elimination, If you can drink
only co[[ee or lemoll<Hie, C1nd one of these alter-
natives is taken away, the reactance-emotion will
be stronger than when you have the possibility of
drinking coffee, tea, lemonade, beer, wine, milk,
water, etc, etc. Brehm's theory can explain a
wide range of phenomena, for instance why chil-
dren sometimes do the opposite as they are laid,
or why propaganda frequently is ineffective, or
why someone may dislike receiving a favour.
Experimental testing has been quite succcsfull
(Sec for a rother old overview: Wicklund 1974).



Brehm has made but one remark about
why people seem to behave as his theory de-
scribes. He wrote that the reactance-emotion may
have "survival-value" (Brehm, 1966, p. 1-2). This
explanation seems quile plausible. People and
other organisms ,who are frequently in situations
in which they can choose between different
havior alternatives arc likely to have evolved a
capacity [or choosing whut is most onen best [or
theiT fitness. Moreover, creating, defending and
restoring situations in which the individual is frcc
to make a choice may in itself enhance fitness.
Therefore, nntural selection probably has favored
individuals who not only perceive when their
freedom is threatened, but also act so as to de-
fend that freedom. Brehm has described the psy-
chological mechanism by which people (and
probably many other species) arc motivated to
defend their freedom. That is, the attractiveness
of behaviors vuries with the freedom nn individu-
al perceives to possess.

However, in my opmlOD Brehm has de-
scribed only part of this mechanism. If sameone's
behavior-alternatives are drinking coffee or drink-
ing lemonade, and the option of lemonade is
eliminated, there are, logically speaking, two
ways to motivate the individual to restore his
freedom of choice. Brehm described the first: an
increase of the attractiveness of the eliminated
behavior--lcmonade seems more attractive. The
second way to motivate the individual is a de-
crease of the nllractivcness of the behavior which
is still available. If the possibility to drink lem-
onade is taken away. a sudden dislike of coffee
increases the chance that the individual will try to
find lemonade, and thus restore his freedom. It is
interesting to note that in one of the first experi-
ments conducted to test the
(Hammock and Brehm 1966), this effect was
unexpectedly found. As predicted by Brehm, the
attractiveness of the behavior which was eliminat-
ed increased. But the behavior still 'available
decreased in -attractiveness, and this effect was
even the strongest! Further testing seems desir-
able.
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ist c;..:planation. Theoretical reduction is an inter-
esting subject over which evolutionary
theoretieists and social scientists can meet.
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In this short article I have not given
reactance theory the full attention it deserves.
Instead. I have used this theory as an example of
how a social scientific theory can be explained,
and perhaps even corrected, by deducing it from
evolutionary theory. In my vicw there are several
socialscientific theories just waiting for a Darwin-
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PROMOTE OUR NEWSLETTER

Please ask your university JibTilf)' to cnlr.:f a
subscription to the I-Iuman Ethology Newsletter. The
institutionnl rate is given on the Ins! pnge. Once yOll
hnvc done Ihnl, pieasc show the newsletter to
colleagues (students nnd faculty) who might be
interested in joining lSI-IE.

BOOK REVIEWS
TIle Sociobiological Imagination, edited by Mary
Maxwell. Albany, NY ]2246 USA: SUNY Press,
1991; $14.95 paper, $44.50 hardcover.

Reviewed by Kevin MacDonald, Dept ofPsychoJogy,
California SIDte University, Long Beach, CA 90840
USA

This edited volume is intended to provide
the rcoder with n sampling of recent evolutionary
thinking on human behavior. The overall impression
one gets in rending the volume is that in recenl years
evolutionary thinking has developed into an
extremely powerful perspective for understanding
buman behavior. There arc 18 papers in this
collection covering a wide rnngc of topics in the

sciences (including economics, mnnngement
und contlict theory, <lnthropo!ogy, history, political
5Clencc, sociology, linguistics), the humanities
(religion, moral and politicol philosophy, philosophy
of science, epistemology, aesthetics), psychiatry. and
the law. The editor is to be congratulated [or bringing
together this very diverse group of highly qualified
nuthors as \Veil as for producing a volume that is
highly readable to individuals who are non-specialists
in lhe [lrens covered.

Indeed, I would suppose that the most useful
function of the volume for readers of the HI/man
Ethology Nel1lslel/er is to broaden their knowledge of
work in whnt has become an increasingly fractionated
set of fields. Researchers IIdopting evolutionary
perspectives are typically poised between membership
in traditional academic societies and membership in
societies dedicated to understanding behavior from an
evo1utianary perspective. However, these latter groups
LIre perhaps on the verge of becoming victims of their
own success: the field of evolutionary applications to
human behnvior has become less comprehensible and
lllli[icu as professionals who identify primarily with
vllriolls traditional academic disciplines attempt to
inOucncc thinking in thcir own specialized areas. A

Vlliumc of this nature is therefore qliite lIseful in
pfL)\'iding n sense or ol'cndl prugress in the field.
Indeed, I would suggest simllm undertakings every
few yenrs 111 order to provide an upl!nlc 011 our
progress.

Incvitably, eval utionarily mi oded resenrchcrs
must confront the lmditionnl problems or their
"home" disciplines and attempt to show that
evolutiol1nry thinking can illuminntc old problems
and/or generate exciting new empirical data. As with
any ncw theoretical approach, evolutionists tend to
begin as a small minority in tl1CSC fields and often
face a difficult task in filtempting to alter established
opinion--a task often mnde cven more difficult
becuuse of the geneml hostility \vhich is still directed
towurd evolutionary approachcs in many quarters and
oftcn for quite cxtra-scientific reasons.

In some fields progress has been virtunlly
non-existent, but it is often not clear that evolutionists
have in fact been able to produce il body of puwerful
theoretical and empirical work that would justify
grenter attention being paid to their pnrudigm. Pierre
van den Bcrghe describes the rather virulent
opposition to evolutionary thinking among mnny
sociologists who remain "militantly and proudly
ignorant!1 (p. 273) of biology. On the other hand,
while van den Berghe chides sociologists for ignoring
the relevance of evolutionary apprOaches for such
fields as kinship, mnrriage, social clnss, and ethnicity,
he does not point to any evolutionarily inspired work
in these meas which should interest sociologists. I do
not doubt that evolutionary approaches could be
fruitfully applied to these arcus, but the proof of the
viability of an evolutionary nppronch must come from
actual research.

Similarly, James R. Hurford notes that
evolutionary theory has had almost no inOllcnce on
linguistics, but there is no indication in his chapler of
precisely how an evolutiOlli.lry approach could make
nn impact beyond merely developing an ultimnlc
level theory for the structure of the proposed
language acquisition device ns a domain-gener<d
human ability. Moreover, there is no indication in the
chapter that evolutionary thinking will shed any light
on the nature of the proximal mechanisms underlying
language ability, and these mechanisms make up the
basic problem set of the discipline. Minimally, the
implication is that evolutionists must prove the utility
of their approach to their colleagucs in lhese areas.

In other disciplines there has been much
more success in developing powerful evolutionarily



cl11piricnl and theoretical work, although
whether this work has innucnccd others Crom 1110re
traditional backgrounds is orten questionable. For
example, \Villium Irons shows that evolutionarily
inspired anthropologists have developed n powerful
body of research on nepotism, paternity confidence,
nnd the associations between cultuml and biological
success. Nevertheless, he also notes that the
acceptance of the evolutionary paradigm among
anthropologists remains rather low.

Regardless of the level of acceptance among
trnditionnlists, the material collected here indicates
thnt there has been considerable thcorcticnl and
empirical progress in many areas. Besides the work
on evolutionary anthropology noted above, there are
two chnpters on psychology, by Douglns Kendrick &
Robert Hognn and Charles Crawford, which indicate
that evolutionarily inspired resemch may force
psychologists to abandon nt least some of their
commitment to the domain-general structure of the
human mind, particularly in the areas of social
cognition, personality, and emotion. Charles Lumsden
also proposes a set of evolved psychological
mechanisms (epigenetic rules) which inlluence humnl1
aesthetic perceptions.

Seveml papers indicate that human group
behavior is amenable to evolutionary analysis. Roger
Masters convincingly demonstrates the usefulness of
evolutionary thinking in the area of what he terms
"biopolitics", including politicol theory, models of
cooperation and competition, political socializution,
and war. Johan van der Dennen reviews evolutionary
perspectives on human conflict and proposes evolved
cognitive-motivational mechanisms underlying group
identification (the "we-they" distinction) and conllict
between groups. In several fields, there have been
attempts to show thot tmditionally inOuential models
of behavior fit well with expectations derived from
models of human evolution. For example, .T. Gury
Bernhard & Kalman Glantz show that importnnt
theories of humnn manugement mesh with
interpretations of humans ns having evolved in small
groups based on a strong sense of group
identificntion, reciprocity, and communal loyalty.

This brief sampling of the theory and
research summarized in the volume shows only the
barest glimpse of the power and creativity of
evolutionary thinking 111 the human sciences
represented here. On the basis of these writings, the
sociobiological imagination appenrs to be alive and
well and at least attempting to gain n henring in all of
these disciplines. The long-term prospects for this
body of theory and empirical data arc certainly bright,
but their wider acceptance will hinge on the outcome
of a great mnny small battles waged within a great
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mtl ny spec in Iizecl ncndcm ic pro fessiona Iorganiza tillllS.
This· is the case because academic resources such tl::;

faculty positions arc ultinw.tely distributed through
these assoeintions, and without these resources it IS

difficult to envision the success of evolutionary
parndigms in thc human sciences. I would like to
suppose that success in these endeavors depends on
the ll1telhgencc, creativity, and integrity of
evolutionarily inspired work. Unfortunntely, I have
the feeling that such an assessment is ruther wildly
optimistic. Science, us any evolutionist should know,
is at least pnrtly a high stakes battleground among
competing human interests.
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Rcnewals for
1993

It is time to renew your membership for 1993
if you huve not al.reudy done so. Membership
is by calendar year, so dues are to be paid by the
first of the year. If the date on your mailing
label is curlier than the current year, it is time lo
renew your membership. For economic reasons,
renewal notices arc not sent. No more than two
warnings are given on the mailing label;
thereafter you are removed from the membership
list. Please report any errors, change of address,
etc. to the editor.
Current dues and directions for payment arc
given on the last page.

Hands, by John Napier. Revised by Russell H.
Tuttle. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 4 I
William St., Princeton, NJ 08540 USA, 1993, $10.95
(ppr.).

Reyiewed by W, C. McGrew
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Miami University
Oxford, OH 45056 USA

John Napier's studies on the hand made a
great impression on me in the late 1960's when I was
learning human ethology. In trying to sort out the
details of hand-use for an cthogram of preschool
children, I especially called upon his work on
precision and power grips. Imagine my delight (and
surprise) to find a "new" book by him. (He died in
1987.) Princeton University Press has reissued
Napier's 1980 volume as part of its Science Library
(" ...bringing the writings of leading scientists to a
broad professional and general audience"), in an
affordable paperback. It has been revised by Russell
Tuttle, a most appropriate choice as he is an expert
on the origins and expression of locomotion.

The book's eight chapters are divided into
sets of four. The first set deals with the nature and
evolution of the hand, stressing Napier's main areas
of expertise: structure and function. The chapter on
evolution brings in his paleo-anthropological links,
for example, the description ofHomo habi/is (Handy
Man), done with Louis Leakey and Philip Tobias.
The second set covers social and cultural aspects of
the hand, as exemplified by the topics of tool use.
handedness, fingerprints, and gestures.

The quality of the content varies, with the.
second section bcing thinner. The chapter on
gestures will disappoint an ethologist. being mostly
super1icial and fragmented. The chapter on
fingerprints is fascinating but essentiaHy popular
journnlism. More substantial is his proposal of an
intcnnediute stage betwcen tool use and tOol making,
that being tool modification, which Napier presents as
the rubicon between hominoid and hominid
technology. On the topical subject of handedness, he
resurrects a key reference to hand preCerencc in wild
chimpanzees that 'has been missed by all rccenl.
rcviCWS: Albrecht and Dunnelt (1971) on grapefruil
peeling.

The obvious question of a 13-years-on
reissue IS: How much has it dated'] Tuttle has
annotated liberally bUl bnrcly changed the text, so it
must sland up for Itself as In 1980. Napier's
anatomical insights seem secure as, more surprisingly,
do many of his conclusions on great ape functional
ecology, e.g., the importance of suspensory feeding.
Some sore thumbs do stick out, however: "Pango
linguistics" is embodied only in Washoe, and there is
no hint of the stann of criticism in the late 1970's
that eviscerated the field. What is given is error-
ridden: Allen (not Alan) and Trixie Gardner (she not
of psychological origin, but a bona fide Tinbergian
ethologist!) raised an infant (nol adolescent)
chimpanzee.

Napier's style is always entertaining, and the
text is full of treats: why the scientific name for the
middle finger is impudiclIs, why cartoon characters
lack pentadactyly, why Desmond Morris's book
should have been called The Fall)' Ape, why only
dead hands arc lily white, etc. However, it
sometimes verges on the provincial, having been
written originally for a British readership. Few
international readers will appreciate the significance
of the lIHarvey Smith" gesture or the prospect of left-
handed Wykehamists.

In fonnat, the text is friendly and the 58
illustrations are apt, but the references are curiously
done. Many sources are cited in the text but
listed in the bibliography, and vice versa. About
40% of the references have been added by TUlllc,
including plenty of his own.

Overall, Napier's book remains a gem, not to
be read if One is interested in, for example, Kanzi the
bonobo's latest lithic feats (Toth et .1., 1993), but to
be savoured as a valuable synthesis of evergreen
material. It's a bargain!
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Newsletter Submissions

Anything which might be of interest to ISHE
members 15 welcome: Society Multers,
suggestions for Forum topics. essays for the
Growing Points feature, Mini-Communications,
Announcements of meetings, journals or
professional societies, etc. These sorts of
submission should be sent to the coitor. Book
review suggestions should go to the appropriate
book review editor. Submission should be in
English, on paper or on these disc fannats:
ASCII (preferred), Wordperfect (IBM), or
Microsoft Word (MAC).
Na material in the newsletter selected by
critical peer review and thus material IS

presented only to foster free and creative
exchange of (even outrngeous) ideas between
scholars. The fact that material appears in the
newsletter never implies the truth of those ideas,
ISHE's endorsement of them, or support for any
policy implications that might be inferred from
them.

111e Garbagc Generation: Thc consequences of the
destruction of the tWDwpal'cnt family and the need to
stabilize it by strengthening its weal",st the
fathclJs role, by Daniel Amneus. Primrose Press,
213t S. Primrose Ave., Alhambra, CA, 91803 USA.
1990,289 pp. ($19.95 hardback; $12.95 softbaek)

Revieweu by George KoelUl, 27 W 179 Galusha Rd.,
Warrenville, IL 60555

According to Amneus, a matriarchy is a
family unit in which the mother rules. His definition
of matriarchy overlaps with that of matriliny, which
means the society assigns kinship and the inheritance
of property along the maternal line.
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Goldberg (1973) holds that a matriarchy
mcuns government by women outside the home. His
exhaustive review of the subject concluded that such
a society has never existed.

If both these definitions arc used, a society
can be both patriarchal and matriarchal.
Theoretically, a mun can rule with a iron list at the
office and be henpecked at home. He may not be
married to the mother of his children. He mny not
even know who his children arc. This kind of
matriarchy exists among the Iroquois lind Hopi
Indians, and in modem urban ghcttos.

Nineteenth century anthropologists argued
that patriarchy evolved out of matriarchy. They saw
the mother-infant relationship os the fundamental unit
01" human soc in I orgnnization. This unit gave rise to
patriarchy when humans discovered the role of the
father in procreution. This knowledge formed the
impctus for fathers to keep track of their biological
children iJnd pass along their property to their sons.

Milrx and Engles (Tucker, 1978) made a lot
out of this 19th Century anthropology. They believed
in political matriarchy as well as in the matriarchy of
the family unit, assuming perhaps that there was a
necessary relationship between the two. They
insisted that patriarchy is bad and matriarchy is good.
Patriarchy gave rise to property, social classes,
capitalism, marriage, the sexual oppression ofwomen,
and misery. Matriarchy was communal, sexually free,
and happy.

Ivlodern antlU'opology suggests that they have
overstated their case. After all, matriliny includes the
idea of inheritance in its definition. A society cannot
have inheritance without something to inherit--
property. Furthennore, private ownership ofland has
existed since the beginning of recorded history.

Yet, here, near the end of the 20th Century,
some feminists and Marxists nre saying eXllctly the
same thing their intellectual patriarchs, so to speak,
did. Amneus quotes them in abundance. "The
appropriation by men of women's sexual !lnd
reproductive capacity,tl says Gerda Lerner. "occurred
prior to the fonnation of private property nnd class
society.u She also associates promiscuity with high
status in women. Writers Elizabeth Nickles and
Laura Ashcroft extoll the virtues of the nrotational
familyu which will, they say, replace the "nuclear
family". This "rotational family" represents a shift
toward matriarchy, where men are peripheral.

In her 1983 book (not quoted by Amneus),
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Fisher clnims Ihnt the recent esculation in divorce
S[31istics and illegitimucy represents progress for
women. She means sexual freedom. Fisher (1987)
goes eYen further with her views, putting together un
cxplanlnion for why unstable marriages arc the norm.
Noting that divorce statistics around the world show
peaks around the fqurth year of marriage, she llrgues
that the peaks arc related to the time it takes for a
child to mature enough [0 gain a minimal level of
independence.

Ruther than refuting the assumptions of 19th
Century anthropologists and Marxists, Amncus
accepts them. He accepts the idea that fatherhood,
like patriarchy itself, is a social creation ruther than
a biological one. That is, various social institutions
such as law and custom are needed to support the
institution of fatherhood. The bond
requires no such supports.

Amneus also does little to refute the idea
that patriarchy somehow constitutes a prerequisite for
the existence of private property and capitalism.
Rather, he stands the Marxist argument on its head.
Patriarchy, more than creating private property and
capitalism, constitutes the necessary condition for
civilization and all its blessings.

He shows this by examining what happens in
a society where, under the influence of feminism.
patriarchy is declining. For example, in the U.S.,
Amneus l !fFirst Law of Mutriarchy" operates. This
law says that women have a right to control their
own sexuality. He contrasts this law with his
"Legitimacy Principle", which states that every child
must have sociological father (who may differ from
[l biological father).

As Amncus put it, "if it were a medical
condition rather than a social disorder, illegitimacy
would be seen as one of the leading killers of
children in America today.lI The resurgence of
matriarchy has meant nn increase of marc than 450%
of birlhs out of wedlock in 30 years.

Amneus found a strong correlation betwcen
thc single-parent (matriarchal) family und child abuse,
trunney, substandard achievement in school, high
unemployment Jnd juvenile delinquency. For
example, a child from a female-headed household has
tcn times the likelihood of being beaten or murdered
thiln one from a patriarchal home. A survey of 108
rapIsts, according to Amneus, showed that 60% came
from mEllriarchal homes.

Feminists typically blame men for the rise in

fcnwle-llcadcd !James. \VorJd-widc surveys :)how that
wumcn knd to initinte divorces, not men.
divorccs occur in matriarchal than in pntri<:lfch<ll
families.

Such Irt'llJs have led Amncus to conclude
thaI "women don't like mnrriage and family life and
would wil!lngly do away \vith them if they could do
so without forfeiting their benefits." That many
women do profess ullegiance to home and family
serves us cvidencc, to the author, of their proper
socializ.ation by u patriarchal culture.

Matriarchy has s{<lged its comcback within a
patriarchal environment, because its practitioners have
found [I way to parasitise it. Through welfare, the
government supports a woman with illegitimate
children, thus making the biological father useless
and irrelevant. For women that are employed, the
feminists [lrc demanding that the govenunent provide
child cure, Both schemes depend upon the transfcr of
\ilxcs from the patriarchal socicty to the growing
matriarchal subcultures.

The government nccomplishcs the thing
through its divorce laws, which require husbands to
subsidize their wives' indcpendent life styles through
alimony and child support payments. Feminists argue
thot such parasitism is a righl and a matter of justice.
Amocus' l10alysis exposes the parasitism in all ils
nbsurdity: "This woman has spend 20 or 30 years in
a home she could probably not have provided [or
hcrself, enjoying a standilrd of living 73% bigher thGIl
she could have earned, bestowed upon her by u
husband who forfeited 42% of his own standard of
living for her sake during marriage. \Vhat partner is
entitled to compensution?l!

Perhaps the book's main shortcoming to a
student of human behavior is that it is a polemic. It
is not only provocative but also "politically
incorrect". It excoriates feminists and their sacred
cows, the easy divorce laws and automatic custody of
children to their mothers, while extolling the
blessings of patriarchy.

But in making his case, Amneus marshals an
respectable body of pertinent and compelling
research. Prudence, n;:lturally, would require the.
reader to reserve judgement on many of his
conclusions. Amneus is not, in finy fonnal sense, a
human ethologist, his scholarly specially being the
works of Shakespeare. Nevertheless, his book is
valuable for the questions he raises and for the
corollary demonstration that human ethology and
sociobiology matter.
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MINI-COlVIMUNICAnON
WALKING SPEED

Peter Wirtz announces that he will be
chairing the marine biology department at the
University of Madeira, Portugal, and is unlikely to
continue work on walking speed. He invites anyone
who is interested to follow up his work. Belovo! is the
abstract of an article to appear in Behaviour on this
topic. It is coauthored by Gregor Ries and is entitled
"The pace of life reanalyzed: Why does walking
speed of pedestrians correlate with city size?"

In a much quoted study, Bomstein and Bomstein
(1976) showed that the walking speed of pedestrians
is positively correlated with the size of the city.
They interpreted the higher walking speed of people
in larger cities as a psychological response to
stimulatory overload. We also found a positive
correlation between walking speed and city size. In
addition, we showed that--at least in our sample--
larger cities had higher proportions of young males
and lower proportions of people older than 60 years.
Walking speed and momentary density did not
correlate positively. Because walking speed is age-
and sex-dependent, differences in population structure
are likely to cause differences in average walking
speed. The average walking speed predicted for each
city according to its age- and sex-composition
correlated positively with city size. The regressions
of observed walking speed on population size and of
walking speed predicted from age structure on
population size did not differ significantly in their
slopes (p > 0.95). It therefore seems unnecessary to
invoke other factors in addition to age composition to
explain differences in average walking speeds of
pedestrians.

For further information, write to Dr. Peter Wirtz,
Universidade da Madeira, Largo de Colegio. P-9000
Funchal, Madeira, Portugal.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ESS Conference

The sixteenth conference of the European
Sociobiological Society will be held in Amsterd8m
19-21 August 1993. The topic will be "Sociobiology
and the Arts." For further information contact Dr.
Jan Baptist Bedaux, Free University, Faculty of
Letters, De Boelelaan I ID5, 1018 HV Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, tel. 31-20-5483041, fax 31-20-
6446436.

Delwart Foundation Seminar

The Jenn-Maric Delwart Foundation of Human
Ethology will conduct a seminar on 13-14 September
1993 in Louvain-Ia-Neuve, Belgium. The topic is
"Rites and Ritualization: Present State of the
Concept." Applications should be sent to: Raphaelle
Holender, General Secretary of the J. M. Delwart
Foundation, Ch.teau de Pellenberg, B-3212
Pellenberg, Belgium, tel. 32-16-46-04-03. Fee is
(regular) 1000 Belgian francs U20), sludents 500
francs.

Karl Grammer

Karl Grammer, ISHE Secretary, now heads tbe
Ludwig-Boltzmann Institut fur Sladelhologie. The
Institute specializes in ethological research on applied
problems. especially as they regard urban living. His
address is given in the box "OFficers of the Society."
below. His telephone numher is 43-1-31336-1340,
fax43-1-31336-788,e-maiIA8 JlIDAL@AWIUNlI 1.

Frans Plooij

Frans X. Plooij, fonner editor of this newsletter. now
chairs the Department of Psychology of the
University of Groningen. The chair concerns
problems related to stress, studied from un
ontogenetic and ethological perspective. Initially, his
research program will focus primarily on
developmental transitions in infancy_His address is
Department of Psychology. University of Groningen,
Grote KIllisstraat 2/1, 9712 1S Groningen, The
Netherlands, tel. 31-50-63-63-97, fax 3 J-50-63-63-04,
e-mail F.x.Plooij@ppsw.rug.nI.

Addresses of Primate Societies

International Primatological Society: Deutsches
Primatcnzentrum, Kcllnerweg 4, W-3400 Gottingen,
Germafl)', leI. 49-551-385 JO

American Society of Primatologists: c(o Dr. Jeffrey
French. Department of Psychology. University of
Nebraska at Omaha, Omaha, NE 68182 USA

Japan Monkey Centre: Inuyama, Aichi 484, Japan.

Wanted: Book Editor and Theme

The Society for Personality and Social Psychology is
searching for an editor and theme for the 1996
Review of Personality and Social Psychology. The
1995 volume is being edited by Jeff Simpson and
Doug Kenrick on the theme of "Evolutionary
Personality/Social Psychology (sorry, deadline for
chapter proposals was 1 July). To propose a theme.
prepare a 3-5 page double-spaced proposal. Describe
the sorts of chapters that might be included, and
explain why it would interest the members of SPSP
Bnd other readers. Write to Margaret S. Clark, Dept.
of Psychology, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 USA.

CURRENT LITERATURE
June 1993
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Collier, 1. & Stingl, M. (1993). Evolutionary
naturalism and the objectivity of morality. l3iology
& Philosophy, 8, 47-60. (Unlv. Melbourne, Parkville,
Vic. 3052, Australia)
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